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Distinguished Diplomats,
I congratulate you on the occasion of Diplomat’s Day.
This year marks an anniversary because 25 years ago,
on this very day Armenia joined the United Nations
Organization, thus fulfilling our nation’s cherished
aspiration to become a full-fledged member of the
international community.
A quarter of a century ago, when Armenia had
reappeared on the political map of the world, the link
between our country and the outside world started to
work first of all through our diplomats. It is no accident
that this momentous day was declared and is celebrated
traditionally as the Armenian Diplomat’s professional
holiday.
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News from the World

Armenia To Open Consulate
General In Iraq’s Erbil

Armenia is planning on opening the Consulate General
of the Republic of Armenia in the Iraqi city of Erbil.
The Decree of the President of the Republic of Armenia
on this is one of the items on the agenda for the March 2
session of the Government of the Republic of Armenia.
According to the justification, significant progress has
been made in the relations between Iraq and Armenia
over the past five to six years; in particular, the Embassy
of Iraq was reopened in Yerevan, the Armenian-Iraqi
Joint Inter-Governmental Commission on Economic
Cooperation has held sessions, business forums have
been held, the trade turnover of both countries is
growing year after year, and there are direct flights from
and to Baghdad, Erbil and Yerevan in the seasons for
tourism
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Considering the information sent from the Police of the Republic of Armenia as well-founded, the General Secretariat
of INTERPOL immediately responded and addressed the member states of INTERPOL with a circular on the same
day.
As reported the Department of Public Relations and Information of the Police of the Republic of Armenia, in a
circular sent out to the INTERPOL member states on March 1, 2017 the INTERPOL National Central Bureau (NCB)
for Azerbaijan announced international search for a group of foreign and Armenian researchers who had carried out
archaeological excavations in the territory on the Nagorno-Karabakh Republic in 2016.
The above-mentioned persons were announced wanted under the following articles of the Criminal Code of
the Republic of Azerbaijan: 116.0.8-3 (Infringement of norms of the international humanitarian right during
confrontations: attack without military necessity on objects which are not in military purpose, clearly seen and
distinctive, including especially protected historical, religious, educational objects, objects of art, scientific,
charitable, medical objects or locations of patients and wounded persons); 165.2.2 (Infringement of author’s or
adjacent rights on preliminary arrangement by group of persons and by organized group); 183.2.1 (Plunder of
subjects which have special value on preliminary arrangement by group of persons or by organized group) 183.2.2
(the same action, committed repeatedly); 281.2 (Public appeals directed against the state committed repeatedly
or by group of persons) and 318.02 (Illegal crossing border of the Azerbaijan Republic committed on preliminary
arrangement by group of persons or organized group either with application of violence or with threat of its
application).
Immediately after receiving the circulars, the National Central Bureau (NCB) for the Republic of Armenia provided
the Interpol General Secretariat with necessary corroborations and clarifications, stating that the Azerbaijani side
is once again trying to involve INTERPOL in politics and make it privy to political issues, which contradicts the 3rd
Article of the organization’s Constitution (“It is strictly forbidden for the Organization to undertake any intervention
or activities of a political, military, religious or racial character”) and threatens INTERPOL’s reputation and good
name.
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News from Armenia and Artsakh

Diplomats Of Armenia
President’s Address On The Occasion Of Diplomat’s Day Visited Artsakh
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There can be no doubt that the protection of the interests of
the independent Armenia, which has a millennia-long history,
rich traditions and culture, and those of her citizens is a
huge responsibility. One of the peculiarities of the diplomatic
service is often the invisibility of your work. Be assured that
your work is visible to us and deserves respect.
Today too our country faces multiple challenges. In our efforts
to withstand them, we anticipate and require much of you,
our diplomats. Just like the Armenian troops on the borders,
so are you abroad and as the staff of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs should not relax even for a moment, always ready to
counter all encroachments against our statehood and national
interests.
The geopolitical realities around us have left their mark on
our diplomatic service as well. Along with high professional
requirements, maybe even more than in case of the diplomats
of other countries, your work requires a boundless dedication
and love for Fatherland. That is especially the case when
you are representing a country which has to live under the

conditions of war and blockade.
Armenia is a peace-loving country. We, Armenians have always
struggled for the right to live on the land of our ancestors, so
we know all too well the value of a peaceful life. Diplomats
carry their great share of responsibility in ensuring conditions
for our country’s peaceful and sustainable development. I am
confident that you understand that responsibility and are ready
to carry it with honor. I have no doubt that you will continue
to represent our country, our viewpoints and approaches at
the proper level and will through your active engagement
make them more audible and perceptible at the international
platforms, that you will continue to bring your considerable
contribution to the strengthening of our country’s external
security.
Distinguished Diplomats,
I congratulate you once again on the occasion of Diplomat’s
Day and wish you limitless energy to fulfill in its best the
mission entrusted to you. I also wish you new achievements
for the benefit and advancement of our Fatherland.

Diaspora Minister Participated In Opening Of
Renovated Building Of Polyclinic #1 Of Yerevan

On March 3, RA Minister of Diaspora Hranush Hakobyan
participated in the official opening of the renovated building
of Polyclinic #1 in Yerevan. The building was renovated under
the sponsorship of the Union of Armenian Businessmen of
Germany and Arman Terteryan Foundation.
Among other participants of the opening ceremony were
President of the Union of Armenian Businessmen of
Germany Mourad Acuz, RA Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary to Germany Ashot Smbatyan, Deputy Mayor
of Yerevan Davit Ohanyan, RA Deputy Minister of Healthcare
Sergey Khachatryan, Dean of the Faculty of Theology at
Yerevan State University, Fr. Bishop Anushavan Zhamkochyan,
as well as employees of the polyclinic and other guests.
Attaching importance to the need for Diaspora Armenians
to carry out investment programs in Armenia, the Minister
highly appreciated the efforts that the Union of Armenian
Businessmen of Germany is making for Armenia’s development

and particularly said the following: “I am thankful to our
compatriots of the Diaspora who are making investments
in Armenia, especially the Union of Armenian Businessmen
of Germany. I am very pleased with the fact that Diaspora
Armenians living in Armenia are always at the place where
they are needed the most, that is, in the fields of education,
healthcare, culture and other fields. I congratulate everyone
on the reopening of the wonderful renovated polyclinic.”
President of the Union of Armenian Businessmen of Germany
Mourad Acuz said every Armenian needed to think about
Armenia’s development and assured that such initiatives
would be ongoing.
Head of Polyclinic #1 of Yerevan Ruzanna Hayrapetyan
expressed gratitude to the German-Armenian benefactors for
their pro-national act and granted certificates of appreciation
to the Union of Armenian Businessmen of Germany and
personally to Mourad Acuz.
Dean of the Faculty of Theology at Yerevan State University,
Fr. Bishop Anushavan Zhamkochyan stated that since he
was aware of the activities that the Union of Armenian
Businessmen of Germany has been carrying out for the past
seventeen years, he can state that the members of the Union
always stand with the German-Armenian community and
create an Armenian environment far away from the homeland.
At the end, the Minister of Diaspora toured the polyclinic and
was introduced to the work that had been completed.

On March 1 the senior officials of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Armenia and the participants of the regular
meeting of Armenian Ambassadors accredited in foreign
countries, Permanent Representatives in international
organisations, as well as Consul Generals visited Artsakh.
The Heads of Diplomatic missions got acquainted on the
spot with the current situation in the conflict zone in the
aftermath of the military adventures of Azerbaijan.
On the same day the Heads of Diplomatic missions,
headed by Foreign Minister Edward Nalbandian, met in
Stepanakert with the President of Artsakh Bako Sahakyan.
The Foreign Minister of Artsakh Karen Mirzoyan also
attended at the meeting.
The current situation in the settlement process
established in the aftermath of the 2016 Azerbaijani
aggression against Artsakh, the efforts exerted last year
with the aim of overcoming the consequences of the
aggression were discussed in detail.
The close and exemplary cooperation between the Foreign
Ministries of Armenia and Artsakh was emphasized.
President of Artsakh presented the steps that are
envisaged after the Constitutional reforms, achievements
in the area of state-building.
Thoughts were exchanged over the development
perspectives of Artsakh in different areas. President
Sahakyan answered to numerous questions of the
attendees.
President of Artsakh expressed gratitude for the complex
efforts, being implemented by the Foreign Ministry of
Armenia, its central apparatus and diplomatic missions,
under the leadership of Edward Nalbandian, aimed at
peaceful settlement of the conflict.
President Sahakyan handed Artsakh’s state awards to a
group of diplomats of Armenia.
Before the meeting in an extended format negotiations
between President Sahakyan and Foreign Minister
Nalbandian were held.

Hayastan Fund Establishes A Diagnostics Lab At Children’s Home Of Gyumri
Through the sponsorship of its Swiss affiliate, the
Hayastan All-Armenian Fund has established a
screening and diagnostics lab at the Children’s Home of
Gyumri. The fund has provided the lab with all required
equipment and furniture. The equipment includes an
ultrasound machine, which has been purchased with
the financial support of the Devejian and Eksercian
families as well as Krikor Simsiroglu of Argentina.
Close to 130 children with physical or mental disabilities
and under six years of age live and receive care at the
Children’s Home. Anna Gevorgyan, the director of the
orphanage, notes that prior to the establishment of
the lab at the facility, children living here had to be
transported to various clinics and hospitals for medical
check-ups and tests. “Having an on-site lab will make
it possible for us to perform most tests and screenings

in-house,” Gevorgyan says. “The work will be carried
out by our own healthcare professionals, who are
currently being trained in the use of our state-of-theart lab equipment. Speedy diagnoses will make all the
difference, allowing for early detection and treatment
of diseases. As importantly, the convenience of having
an on-site lab will mean that our staff and children
alike will no longer have to deal with the considerable
logistical issues of medical transportation.”
In the past six years, the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund
has implemented several projects at the Children’s
Home. They include the complete renovation and
refurnishing of the facility’s two buildings, which have
a total area of 900 square meters; the reconstruction
and equipment of the outdoor playground; and the
construction of an indoor therapy pool.
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Address of RA Prime Minister Karen
Karapetyan to Diaspora Armenians

Dear Armenians, our compatriots of the Diaspora,
It is an honor for me to address you and all those who
are not indifferent to Armenia and to call on you to take
part in building the future of the homeland.
Armenia and the Diaspora are two inseparable parts
of a whole – linked to each other through one stretch
of history, with one destiny and with the concern about
the future of the homeland. We are responsible for one
another, and this persuades us to combine our efforts,
multiply our potential and fix our posture in global
affairs. We have no other option than the imperative
to build a great country and to have a powerful and
righteous homeland.
It is time for us to turn to one another and tell ourselves
that we can make a change only with our might and our
intellect.
Throughout the years of our independence, we have
made achievements, but we have also made mistakes
that have been conditioned by either objective
or subjective factors. We have acknowledged the
drawbacks, and we no longer have the right to make
more mistakes.
The geopolitical position of our country and the current
challenges compel us to be wise and to make use of
our competitive advantages wisely. Today, our wealth
is determined by the smart human capital of Armenia,
Artsakh and the Diaspora, and not by oil or gas.
We are moving forward for change, and we have a
clear-cut formula to achieve that horizon: a team of
patriots, will, smart management and programs that
will become the driving force for qualitative change of
the environment.
We are inviting our managers of the Diaspora, the
cultural figures, internationally recognized educators,
scholars and scientists of the Diaspora to take part in
the reforms underway in Armenia in order to, first and
foremost, introduce a new culture of management
and use the knowledge and potential of our topmost
professionals of the Diaspora to achieve the panArmenian goals.
In this regard, the Diaspora is an advantage for us.
Not using the potential of the Diaspora means being
egocentric and secluded. Not sharing the progressive

ideas of the Diaspora with our colleagues, young people
and students means being inefficient in today’s rapidly
changing world.
The culture of the Diaspora must be perceptible in our
lives. I am certain that any kind of contact with our
compatriots will serve as a new impetus and a source
of motivation for us. Perhaps the value of that is not
calculable, but it can definitely lead to a change of world
views, tolerance of value systems and an increased
level of management and performance efficiency. This
is what will be the success of all us Armenians.
Dear compatriots,
I am confident that, with your direct participation, we
will have the opportunity to record immediate results in
key areas and have the leading economic, healthcare
and educational systems in the region.

News from the World
Page 01

Armenia To Open Consulate
General In Iraq’s Erbil

“The trade and economic cooperation is being more
manifested in Armenian-Iraqi relations in Iraqi Kurdistan, and
this is particularly conditioned by security and other favorable
factors. As part of Iraq, Kurdistan is autonomous and has
over 30 foreign representations. Taking into account the
need for development of the effective bilateral cooperation,
the presence of the Armenian community of Iraq that tends
to become a larger community in Kurdistan and the business
circles of Armenia doing trade and carrying out economic
activities in Kurdistan, the sustainable growth of the trade
turnover, and accepting as a basis the agreement reached
through the exchange of declarations of Iraq and Armenia, it is
appropriate to establish the Consulate General of the Republic
of Armenia in Erbil,” the conclusion of the RA Ministry of
Foreign Affairs reads.

Armenian Member Of
Turkey Parliament To
Appeal To ECtHR

By preserving traditional values, we will also be open
and tolerant for the developing world. With your help, we
will borrow from other cultures the best practices and
enhance the recognizabiliity of Armenia.
No matter where our country of residence is, I am
convinced that Armenia is always on your mind, and
that your sense of pride and dignity is also conditioned
by Armenia’s welfare. So, let us do everything we can
to empower one another, come together and build the
future of our country together so that our children can
be rest assured that Armenia will become as progressive
as the countries that Armenians often move to with the
hope of a better life.
Be rest assured that Armenia will become the best
country for Armenians to live in!
On this path, every Armenian concerned about the
future of his country and every Armenian who simply
follows the call of his heart has something to do.
Irrespective of place of residence, political affiliation
and social status, we all share one common idea around
which we must unite: a powerful and proud Armenia
that preserves historical values and traditions, and yet
is modern.
I call upon you to join us in developing the homeland so
that we Armenians feel proud in any corner of the globe.
We look forward to seeing you.

The Constitutional Court of Turkey denied the appeal by
Garo Paylan, Istanbul Armenian MP of the opposition
pro-Kurdish People’s Democratic Party (HDP) of the
country, to revoke the penalty which the Turkish
parliament headship had set against him, according to
Agos Armenian bilingual weekly of Istanbul.
In his remarks at a Turkish parliament session, Paylan
spoke also about Armenian Genocide. Subsequently,
and as penalty, the parliament headship banned him
from attending three sessions plus his remarks about
the genocide were removed from the minutes of this
session.
And after the constitutional court’s rejection of the
aforesaid appeal, Garo Paylan has decided to appeal to
the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR).
“If only a court of my country [i.e. Turkey] had resolved
this; [if only] they had made a decision to remove this
decision that deals a blow to democracy,” said Paylan.
“[But] it didn’t happen like that. At this point, we will go
to the ECtHR.”
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The Three Pillars Supporting The Development Of The Indian Economy
By BAROUYR KOUYOUMDJIAN
Executive Director
Armenian – Thai Chamber of Commerce
On Tuesday the 14th of February I took part at the JFCCT
President’s Council Luncheon, hosted by the India – Thai
Chamber of Commerce. The customary, introductory
national presentation by the hosts indeed came across as
throught provoking and hence I decided to do additional
research on the successes of Prime Minister Modi’s
policies and prepare a brief analysis on the results of the
“Make in India” campaign, highlighting India’s national
drive towards the modernization of its national economy.
The Democracy consideration perhaps refers to India
being widely known to outside world as being the world’s
largest democracy. However, the underlying statement
here is the implication of democratic and stable business
environment, facilitating to the favorable and progressive
business relations, both at local as well as cross border
international trade platforms.
The modernization of the Indian economy entails both a
procedural and legislative approach with the Red Tape
concept of bureaucratic administration, most often
construed as inefficient with objectionable results,
being substituted to a Red Carpet concept, entailing a
reformed, and investor friendly climate and formula.
By liberalizing FDI policies, simplifying customs procedures
and ensuing complexities, deregulating transportation
and logistics sectors to unrestricted investments, India
has initiated the buildup of interconnected routes and
industrial cities, marking significant improvements
within the ease of doing business indexes, creating trade
corridors, promoting smart cities and finally investing in
training of the unskilled labor force, giving India renewed
economic practicalities to facilitate foreign investments.
Additionally radical reforms have materialized in special
fields, such as company registrations and licensing,
limited capital requirements and online governance.
Likewise, favorable propositions have been shared with
for example, Japanese business investors at the Nikkei
exchange during Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit
to Japan. Targeting the improvement of India – Japan
agreements through a more advantageous business
climate with fast track facilitation of investments in
special projects, fast track clearance of goods and
services, singular task forces have been established
to deal with specialized business deals. Additionally
and perhaps lucratively, proposals have been shared
to offer software support and services to compliment
the Japanese computer and digital industry hardware
manufacturing and international market share.
The government has undertaken to invest over USD1.6

billion for financial incentives and new startups, over
USD32.6 million to fund innovation and young business
ventures.
As far as the Demographic pillar is emphasized, the
government has noted the impending rise of the
productive population segment and unlike the Nordic
countries or Japan and Korea which have strongly
ageing population syndromes, by 2020 over half of the
Indian population will be under 35, and therefore in the
productive stage of life cycle where companies would
benefit from availability of active workforce, additionally
the specialized capabilities of the young workforce will
greatly enhance India’s HR competitiveness
Varied choice of industries highlighted and promoted
for investors under the Make in India campaign include
without limitation to:
• Manufacturing electrical machinery accommodating
heavy, medium and small range
• Automobiles production in India, with projections to
establish a major regional auto manufacturing hub as
well as huge local and regional market
• Textiles and garments industry expansion with the
industry expected to be worth 141 Billion Annual USD by
2020
• Chemicals industry foreseen to grow to USD 350
Billion by 2021, currently the fourth largest producer of
agrochemicals
Amongst alternative industries such as construction,
defense manufacturing, ICT, media, mining, oil and
gas, ports and shipping, railways, renewable energy,
infrastructure, tourism and wellness industries to be
singular growth points contributing to the rise of India as

a tiger economy center globally.
In the implementation phase various points of delivery
are planned where the positive investment climate will be
carried forward by the creation of better infrastructures
namely in the form of:
1- Industrial Parks and Smart cities where special
incentives will be given to set up business and new
industries – Physical Infrastructure
2- Investment and manufacturing zones with privileges
– with added support of administrative and logistics
services – Fiscal Infrastructure
3- Decreasing Corporate Income Tax and providing
targeted allowances – Fiscal Infrastructure
4- Economic Zones with enhanced custom allowances –
Legislative Infrastructure
5- Online Business Registration for some Industrial
licenses and facilitating e-governance – Administrative
Infrastructure
Concludingly, with the 52% increase of FDI within two
years of the revival plan to USD106 Billion, the reorganized
direction of the Indian leadership is undoubtedly adding
vigor and substance to the development of the Indian
economy, making it the sixth largest manufacturing
nation in the world, marking India’s prominent place as a
R&D hub, gradually overcoming characteristic difficulties
and stockholder unease, becoming an attractive
investment zone for foreign companies with guaranteed
labor available with variable educational skills and
specifications, concurrently building on the Democracy,
Demography and Demand paradigms pushing all
industries to new levels of growth and necessary input
into the prosperity of the country as a whole.

Necessary Conditions Exist In Armenia To Start Your Own Business:
Syrian-Armenian Businessman
The necessary conditions exist to start your own business
in Armenia, businessman Shant Khnkikyan – member of
the Board of the Union of SyrainArmenians organization,
told a press conference in “Armenpress”. He said it is
easy to establish a business in Armenia.
“The problem is in maintaining that business. Armenia’s
market is small, thus, the founder of the new business
cannot have great profits from the very start. This was
different in Syria, the manufacturer there does not
need to think about the external market, there was a
big turnover. In case of Armenia a person staring a new
business needs time in order to be able to find markets,
and during this period it would be desirable that there
are favorable conditions in terms of taxes”, he said.
Shant is the head of “Khnkikyan Electronics” which is
engaged in electronics production. The Khnkikyan family
transformed their business from Syria to Armenia in

2012. They export products to the Arab states. “There are
difficulties, however, it is not so that here it is impossible
to start a business. We just expect that the conditions
will be improved to some extent which will contribute to
the production development in our country”, he said.
The members of the Union of Syria-Armenians have
already met with the Prime Minister, presented their
views on customs and tax policy. In particular, they
proposed to apply another customs value for the raw
material imported from other states to Armenia for
production. Practical steps are expected in terms of
proposals.
“Armenia needs to address a right message to the
Diaspora-Armenians. Many hear that it is impossible to
do anything in Armenia and make decisions under such
rumors. We try to show with our example so that people
come here to work”, he stated.
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Armenian Genocide 100 + 2
Turkish-Language Website Devoted To
Armenian Genocide Launched

On February 27, the Armenian National Institute (ANI)
launched the Turkish version (www.turkish.armeniangenocide.org) of its widely used website documenting
facts about and recognition of the Armenian Genocide.
The website has over four million visits a year, and there
is a large number of Turkish visitors. Since Turkey regularly
censures foreign and local websites, and the English
version of the website had been hacked by deniers, the
Turkish version of the new website is designed in a way
to provide wider Turkic-speaking audiences with the
opportunity to visit the website in the Republic of Turkey or
abroad. The Turkish version of the website will run parallel
to most of the widely used functions of the website.
For the first stage, the Turkish-language website includes
translations of the official documents of countries having
officially recognized the Armenian Genocide. The laws,
resolutions and proclamations of countries having
historically recognized the Armenian Genocide are now
available in Turkish. Those documents include the Joint
Declaration of the Allies (24 May 1915), which referred
to crimes against humanity at a time when the genocide
was being perpetrated, as well as current parliamentary
resolutions, including the Resolution of the German
Bundestag, which was passed last year, recognizes the
historical events and acknowledges Germany’s liability.
Earlier this month, the Federal Constitutional Court of
Germany confirmed the lawfulness of the Resolution.
“The Turkish version of ANI’s website is expected to
promote dialogue, paving another path towards common
understanding of the history and helping take another
step towards reconciliation, with awareness of the
consequences of the past, and moving towards the future
where neighboring nations will live in peace,” President of
the Armenian National Institute Van Grigoryan declared.
Readers in Turkey are also unaware of the extensive Turkishlanguage notes establishing the fact of the Armenian
Genocide. In 2004, upon the assignment of the Turkish-

Armenian Reconciliation Committee, the discussions and
legal analysis of the International Court of Transitional
Justice (ICTJ) were published in Turkish. This led to the
publication of several books, but there is a huge gap of
resources for Turkic-speaking people. The Turkish version
of the legal opinion of the ICTJ is available on the new
website, which also features a Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQ) section and a photo gallery. In addition, the section
of data of the encyclopedia of the Genocide regarding
various areas of the Armenian Genocide is currently being
launched.
The website will have new functions that will particularly
interest Turkic-speaking readers. The Institute expects to
expand the website in the same coordinated manner and
with the same objective standards by which the website
was launched. “Many brave individuals have spoken out,
and some brave scholars have undertaken the initiative to
conduct an innovative study documenting the Armenian
Genocide based on official Ottoman Turkish documents.
Despite the large-scale global debate over the historical
importance of the Armenian Genocide and the melancholic
precedent, there is a need for more progress in Turkey so
that the Turks understand and cope with their own real
history,” Grigoryan added, reported Ankakh.com. This
policy continues to have a serious impact.
Recently, Turkish-Armenian MP Garo Paylan was punished
by being suspended from three parliamentary sessions
because he had dared to make a reference to Turkey for the
consequences of the Armenian Genocide. His suspension
in January almost coincided with the day marking the
tenth anniversary of the murder of Turkish-Armenian
journalist Hrant Dink-a crime that remains unrevealed in
various regards. Dink’s courage to raise awareness about
the legacy of the Armenian Genocide encouraged many
Turkish presses to reexamine the issue, and this frustrated
ultra-nationalists, who took the issue to the legal level.
The new website also features the ANI map with notations
in Turkish, as well as links to other well-known sections,
i.e. digital samples and an online museum. Director of
the Armenian National Institute, Dr. Ruben Adalyan has
declared the following: “The launch of the Turkish-language
website was made possible through the assistance
and encouragement of numerous supporters, including
translators, consultants and web designers, who helped
make this information about the Armenian Genocide
available for readers in Turkey and elsewhere. There will
soon be new translations, and we expect to expand the
website to show a tremendous amount of information
about the Armenian Genocide that is already available on
the website of the ANI.”

Armenian Genocide
Novel by Turkish
Writer Adapted into
Theater

The extraordinary theatrical performance titled “You
Rejoice My Heart,” dedicated to the Armenian Genocide,
premiered in New York. The play was adapted and
directed by the veteran of Armenian Theater, renowned
actress of Armenian Stage Film and Television and
executive producer of Voice of Armenians TVNY Garine
Kocharian.
The adaptation of the play was based on a novel “You
Rejoice My Heart” by Turkish writer Kemal Yalcin. The
novel tells the seldom discussed story of so-called
secret or hidden Armenians, whose descendants still
live in the provinces of Turkey and elsewhere today.

“You Rejoice My Heart” performance opens with
Yalcin’s personal and emotional apology, saying “My
dear Armenian friend, the greatest pain of humanity
this century, the mark of black soot on the forehead of
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Elton John Introduces ‘The Promise’ Armenian Genocide Film
at Oscar Party
Elton John and the Elton John AIDS Foundation (EJAF)
Chairman David Furnish introduced Armenian Genocide
film The Promise at West Hollywood Park during an
Oscar commercial break, The Verge reported.
“Survival Pictures committed to donate all proceeds
from the film to nonprofit organizations, including EJAF
and other humanitarian groups,” E!Online reported.
“As part of its commitment, Survival Pictures matched
the pledges each guest made to EJAF via text and live
auction purchases at the event.”
The Promise, staring Christian Bale and Oscar Isaac,
tells the story of the Armenian Genocide at the outset

of World War I.
“Proud to introduce Open Road Films and Survival
Pictures’ new film “The Promise” at #EJAF25
#KeepthePromise Survival Pictures will also be
matching guest pledges made to EJAF via text & live
auction purchases during our Academy Awards Viewing
Party. Written by Terry George and Robin Swicord and
directed by Terry George (Hotel Rwanda), The Promise
stars Oscar Issac, Christian Bale, and Charlotte Le Bon,”
reads a post on the EJAF Facebook page.
The Academy Awards viewing party raised a record of $7
million to help end HIV/AIDS.
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Diaspora News
Odessa-Armenians Respect Memory Of
Sumgait Pogroms Victims
of the early 20thcentury that remained unpunished. I hope
God gives the criminals the punishment they deserve. We
Armenians need to learn the lessons and stand united as
one. Wherever we may be, be it in Armenia or abroad, our
strength lies in our unity. Evidence of that are the events
that took place in Artsakh and the invincible Artsakh.
May God help us always pray in peace.”

On February 28, a Requiem Service was performed in
memory of the innocent victims of the 1988 Sumgait
Pogroms at the Saint Gregory the Illuminator Armenian
Apostolic Church in Odessa.
As reported Narine Muradyan to Hayern Aysor, Fr. Priest
Abgar Gilijian said the following: “It is our duty to pray for the
victims and keep their brilliant memory alive. The tragedy
of the late 20th century was the continuity of the genocide

Demonstration Held In Front Of The
Embassy Of Azerbaijan In The Hague

The letter states that the Government of the Netherlands
must help prevent the war and not spare any effort
to achieve a political and peaceful settlement of the
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict at the governmental level
or at the level of the European Union. The letter also
states that the Dutch government must put in all efforts
for a fair evaluation of the current state of affairs since
every attempt for a peaceful settlement is conditioned
by maintenance of the ceasefire regime that Azerbaijan
is currently violating, but the evaluation of which is not
given by the international community.
The letter also stresses the fact that there is a need to
publicly condemn (continue to condemn) Azerbaijan’s
aggression and the manifestations of its overt racism
against Armenia and the Armenian people. The Dutch
diplomat talked about the restrictions for his country
to lead such a policy, but voiced hope that the country
would do everything possible to support the OSCE Minsk
Group.

On February 27, the Coordination Council of Armenian
Organizations of the Netherlands held another powerful
demonstration in front of the Embassy of Azerbaijan
in The Hague in commemoration of the victims of
the massacres that took place in Sumgait and other
Azerbaijani cities in 1988. Despite the bad weather,
numerous young Armenians gathered once again in The
Hague to protest against Azerbaijan’s anti-Armenian
policy during this already traditional demonstration.
As reported the Diary of the Netherlands to Hayern
Aysor, the delegation of the Coordination Council of
Armenian Organizations of the Netherlands was first
received by Deputy Director of the Division for Europe
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands
Adrian Palm. The delegates submitted the letter of the
Coordination Council of Armenian Organizations of the
Netherlands addressed to Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the Netherlands Kunders, after which the delegates had
a substantial conversation during which they discussed
major issues and shared the concerns of DutchArmenians about the state of Nagorno-Karabakh.
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Armenian Genocide
Novel by Turkish
Writer Adapted into
Theater

humanity, and the planners, projectors and perpetrators
will be cursed. When justice is finally implemented, when
our great pain has subsided and when we finally ensure
this injustice will never happen again, I give my heart to you
and my soul will rejoice with you.”
The story then follows Yalcin (played by Arthur Garabedian)
who through the guidance of his teacher Meline, who
is of Armenian origin, embarks on a project to seek out
Armenians living in Turkey as converted Muslims.

Making this extraordinary production event more special
were participation of two stars of Armenian Theater and
Television Arthur Garabedian and Satik Hakhnazarian both
of whom traveled from Armenia specifically to take part in
this play.
Kocharian’s masterful directed performance includes
multimedia, films, sound tracks and slide show with
authentic photography from the genocide era made
available for the production as courtesy by the Armenian
Genocide Museum in Yerevan.
Highly emotionally charged performances from each cast
member added to the overall impact of the play.

The delegates also asked about the position of the
Netherlands on the extradition of blogger Alexander
Lapshin to Azerbaijan. They also stated that Azerbaijan
recently demanded the extradition of three Members
of the European Parliament to Azerbaijan, asking what
the position of the Netherlands would be, if Azerbaijan
demanded extraditing the Dutch.
The demonstration of the Dutch-Armenians began
near the Palace of Peace. With loud screams, the
demonstrators marched through the streets of The
Hague and reached the Embassy of Azerbaijan where
they screamed louder and louder. The heavy winds and
rainfall didn’t stop them from holding a nearly one-hour
rally. There were speeches in different languages and
performances, including speeches and performances
by the youngest participants.
Thus, the Armenians of the Netherlands proved once
again that even though they live thousands of kilometers
away from the homeland, they stand with the soldiers
defending the homeland.

Both creative and historical importance of this ambitious
production cannot be stressed enough. It shines an
important light upon a seldom spoken subject, the lives of
generations of hidden Armenians in Turkey and elsewhere
after the genocide. Armenians who have converted to Islam
to save their lives and the terrible burden that came with
the pressure of hiding their identity and Armenian heritage.
While the play opened with a Yalcin’s apology, its ending
carried a deep symbolic and emotional meaning with
Kemal’s Turkish mother, on her knees offering sacrificial
bread to the people of her village as a gesture for asking
forgiveness and mercy for the souls of all Armenians killed
during the genocide.
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The Application “Zangi” Of The
Armenian Production Introduced
A Number Of News To The
“Mobile World Congress”

Barcelona is hosting the
“Mobile World Congress”,
the largest exhibition in the
field of telecommunication,
which this year for the
first time is attended by
the Armenian delegation.
The application “Zangi” of
the Armenian production
also has its pavilion at the
exhibition.
Mr. Vahan Martirosyan,
Minister of Transport,
Communication
and
Information Technologies of Armenia, visited the pavilion of the application “Zangi”, got
acquainted with the innovations offered by the Company.
According to Company representatives there have been great interest in the pavilion
since yesterday, which implies further expansion of international cooperation, increase
of the Company’s recognition.
The Company’s latest innovations are introduced in the pavilion of the “Zangi”. “Zangi”’s
web version has been issued, which gives the user an opportunity to use the same
account not only on the smartphone and tablet, but also on computer browser. The other
innovation is the “Zangi”’s application “desktop”. The option of the “group chat” became
available.
Press Service
Ministry of Transport, Communication and Information Technologies of RA

Turkey Architects Urge UNESCO
To Save Diyarbakır Cultural
Heritage, Including 2 Armenian
Churches

The Diyarbakır branch of the Chamber of Architects of Turkey has made an appeal to
UNESCO.
In the statement, it was noted that the historical section of Sur district of the primarily
Kurdish-populated Diyarbakır city is on the verge of disappearance, according to
Demokrathaber website of Turkey.
Also, the petition informed that the Turkish authorities want to make changes in Sur,
which is recognized by UNESCO as a cultural heritage, and that this jeopardizes the
future of its historic buildings.
In addition, the appeal asked UNESCO to take urgent measures to restore the historic
buildings of Sur.
As a result of clashes between Turkish armed forces and Kurdish militants, from Fall
2015 to Spring 2016, the spiritual and cultural facilities, including two Armenian
churches, suffered considerable damage in Sur.

Armenian Winemakers Registered Unprecedented Results At This
Year’s MUNDUS VINI Grand International Wine Awards
Armenia registered unprecedented
results at MUNDUS VINI 20th Grand
International Wine Awards held on
25 February in the German city of
Neustadt. Armenian winemaking
companies received 23 medals (10
gold medals and 13 silver medals)
for their products.
As reported the Department
of Information and Public
Relations at the RA Ministry
of Agriculture to Hayern
Aysor, the participation of
the Armenian winemaking
companies was secured by the Vine and Wine Foundation of Armenia with the support of the
Center for the Promotion of Imports from developing countries (CBI).
Nineteen winemaking companies presented 58 types of calm and sparkling wines at the event.
Overall, there were about 6,000 types of wines of 44 countries around the world. In terms of the
number of medals, Armenia surpassed countries like Georgia (4 gold medals, 7 silver medals),
Moldova (8 gold medals, 12 silver medals), Macedonia (6 gold medals, 3 silver medals), Romania
(6 gold medals, 5 silver medals) and China (1 gold medal, 1 silver medal). Based on the results,
Armenia shared the 14th place with New Zealand and Hungary. The wines presented at the
competition were rated by a jury composed of about 200 reputable experts, including Armenia’s
representative, winemaker of Trinity LLC Artem Parseghyan, who was included in the jury for the
first time ever.
The MUNDUS VINI 20TH Grand International Wine Awards also featured a gala dinner for
tasting Armenian wines. During the tasting, General Director of Golden Gape Armas Factory
Victoria Aslanyan presented Armenian wines at the Armenian Wines Presentation, which was

acknowledged with an award for Best Presentation.
The goal of the event was to help raise the level of recognizabiility of the Armenian winemaking
industry in the markets of the EU and various countries, promote the growth of exports and
identify new partners.
List of wines for which medals were granted

Gold Medal
1.Van Ardi, 2015 Van Ardi Areni, Kakhet, Haghtanak
2.2015 Areni Reserve
3.2015 Van Ardi Reserve Syrah
4.Golden Grape Armas, 2013 ArmAs Karmrahyut Reserve
5.Voskevaz Wine Factory, 2015 Voskevaz Karasi collection Voskehat
6.Armenia Wine, 2014 Takar Reserve
7.Tierras de Armenia, 2013 Karas Reserve Winemaker’s Selection Blend
8.Old Bridge, 2009 Old Bridge Red Dry Reserve
9.Getnatoun, 2015 Getnatoun Areni Noir Aghavnadzor Village
10.Trinity, 2014 Trinity Eh Areni Noir
Silver Medal
1.Golden Grape Armas, 2013 ArmAs Voskehat Reserve
2.Armenia Wine, 2016 Armenia Muscat
2014 Tariri
2014 Takar Areni
3.Voskevaz Wine Factory, 2015 Voskevaz Hightanak
2014 Voskevaz Voskepar Voskehat
4.Tierras de Armenia, 2015 Karas White Dry Wine 2015 Karas Red Wine
5.Getnatoun, 2015 Getnatoun Voskehat
6.Highland Cellars, 2015 Koor Dry Red Wine 2014 Koor Reserve
7.Artashat Vincon, 2014 Chateau Rind
8.Anush 1, 2014 Kataro Sireni Reserve Togh
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Cyprus’s Representative Hovig Armenian Church To Turn Into
Demirjian Has Presented Song To Library In Turkey
Be Performed At Eurovision

The St. Mary’s Armenian
Church, which is located in
the Turkish city of Kaiser,
will turn into a library.
The
Turkish
Hurriyet
reports that the church
used to serve as a gallery
and later as a gym and
was also a police division.
The Turkish government
has allocated 6 million
Turkish liras (approximately
$1,600,000) to renovate
the church before the opening of the library.
Touching upon the decision on turning the church into a library, Mayor of Kaiser
Mustafa Celik stated that a library would be more appropriate. According to him,
the library will feature 50,000 books and will become the city’s central library. A
bookstore-café will also open in a section of the church.
The library is set to open after reconstruction in the fall of 2017.
The website reports that the date of construction of the church is unknown since
there is no record of the church.
Source: Ermenihaber.am

Cypriot-Armenian singer
Hovig Demirjian will be
representing Cyprus at
Eurovision Song Contest
2017.
The singer will represent
the country with the song
called “Gravity” and has
also presented the music
video for the song to the
fans of Eurovision.
Hovig and Armenia’s
representative, Artsiv will
perform in the second part
of the first semi-final to
be held on 9 May in Kiev.
Armenia’s representative
Artsvik Harutyunyan will
present his song soon,
writes Ankakh.com.

The Newsletter Of The Armenian National Philharmonic Orchestra
For The Month Of March

The Armenian National Philharmonic
Orchestra presents to the listeners the
concerts of a long anticipated program for
March. The winter has been severe and cold
this year, however, in January and February
our orchestra enlightened the listeners with
some brilliant concerts.
It is significant to mention a gala concert
dedicated to Babajanyan a sold out event
that took place on January 25. Numerous
Armenian singers performed favorite songs
to a great satisfaction of the First Lady
of Armenia Mrs. Rita Sargsyan. We can’t
help mentioning performances on January
31 when the orchestra performed two
beautiful symphonies – No.4 by Bruckner
and No.2 by Beethoven under the baton
of Eduard Topchjan. The concert of February 3 featuring Alexei Volodin who performed
Sybelius – Piano Concerto No.2 under Daniel Raiskin was noteworthy, and of course,
already an established star violinist Anush Nikoghosyan performed Prokofiev’s Concerto
No.2.
On February 20 and 24 ANPO New Camerata made two performances. If the first one
was in Aram Khachaturian House Museum, then with a second concert that took place in
Ashtarak Artemi Ayvazyan Music School the ANPO opened a regional concerts “Mshakutayin
Kangar” project initiated by the Ministry of Culture of Armenia.
On February 25 Maestro Eduard Topchjan appeared with a prestigious Polish orchestra
NFM Leopoldinum in Wroclaw to conduct Tigran Mansurian’s Violin Concerto (featuring
Anush Nikoghosyan), Mendelssohn’s Symphony No.6, and Franz Schubert’s Death and
Maiden.
The announced spring concerts of the Filharmonik at Aram Khachaturian Concert Hall
start on March 3 when one of the most talented Armenian trumpeters Daniel Melkonyan
performs Hummel’s Trumpet Concerto. On that day our listeners will listen to Shostakovich
– Symphony No.11 as well. The opener for the concert is Ravel’s Pavane.
Editor in Chief
Administrative Director

zartonkadl@gmail.com

Sevag Hagopian
Ardem Bulbulian

On March 10 we have a very hot Spanish program under the baton of a Spanish conductor
and scholar Juan Antonio Ramirez. The well-known in Armenia and beyond flutist Sara
Cabrera Urena will appear as a soloist in the concert. The listeners will have a chance to
listen to music by Chabrier, Turina, Rodrigo, Albeniz, Chapi, Soutullo y Vert, Amadeo Vives
and Jose Serrano. It is attention-grabbing that prior to the concert there will be a lecture
dedicated to the Spanish composers on March 9 at Aram Khachaturian Hall Guestroom at
14:00. Those interested, as well as students and journalists, are welcome.
A prominent Russian conductor Dmitri Jurowski will lead the Filharmonik on March 17
to conduct an evening with music by Richard Strauss. There will be also several arias
performed by a British soprano Lubov Stuchevskaya.
On March 26 a legendary violinist Pinchas Zuckerman will perform a Double Concerto
by Johannes Brahms together with Amanda Forsyth under the baton of Eduard Topchjan
within the framework of Yerevan Perspectives International Festival. In the second half
of the concert Symphony No.4 by Johannes Brahms will be performed. The same festival
continues performing Brahms’ Music again on March 31 when another impressive soloist
Vag Papian will perform Piano Concerto No.2. In the second half of the concert a very
beautiful symphony No.3 will be presented to the Armenian and international listeners.
We all would like to thank the President of Armenia and his Spouse Mrs. Rita Sargsyan,
VivaCell-MTS, Ministry of Culture of Armenia, Luys Foundation, Yerevan Municipality,
Yerevan Grand Hotel, Opera Suite Hotel, Converse Bank and all those who support our
vision and believe in uplifting the youth of Armenia and make the pastime of all our citizens
and guests of Armenia more classical music oriented.
Thanks to the artistic interest and the consistent work of our media partners, among them:
H1, PanArmenian Media Group, Shoghakat TV, AR TV, News Radio, Vem Radio, TourInfo
Magazine, Champord Weekly and to our all media partners our activities will remain
reachable for a broader society further on.
We also thank our partner organizations that are working on the ground and share our
vision. We are especially glad that a range of catering and service partners joined our
friends’ list and help us reach out to a broader audience: The Club, Bellavista Italia, ArtBridge, Enoteca, Cafe Vergnano, La Boheme cafes to name a few.
These relationships are invaluable to our work as we learn from each other and discover
new ways to improve access, build community, and truly diversify classical music in every
sense of the word.
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